DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, KANSBAHAL
SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
SESSION: 2018-19
STD: VII-E (A+B)
SUB: MATHS
Do the problems of all the worksheets of lesson1 & 2 in your H.W Copy

SUB: SCIENCE
PHYSICS
Learn and write all the question answers discussed in the class on HEAT in your HW copy.
BIOLOGY
1. Draw or paste the pictures of three insectivorous plants with their characteristics.
2. Write five examples for each of the following:
a.Saprotrophs
b.Plant parasites
c.Symbiotic relationship
CHEMISTRY
Write and by heart the Elements, Symbols, Atomic No. and Mass No. of first 30 elements in a tabular
form.

SUB: SOCIAL SCIENCE
Q.1 Write a note on the sources of information to study the medieval period of India. (H.W.copy)
Q2.On a political map of India, locate all the states with their capitals and stick it on a file paper.
Q3.Collect the pictures of six historical monuments built during medieval period and write few
sentences on each. (File paper)

SUB: ENGLISH
1. Write the various uses of the definite article ‘The’ and use them in sentences.
2. Rewrite and learn the question answer and diary entry of ‘Monkey Trouble’.
3. Write a letter to your friend narrating how you spent your summer holidays.

SUB: ODIA
1.
2.
3.
4.

ESSAY-Chhatra jeebanare Shrunkhala (Essay)
APPLICATION -Grishma chhuti kipari kataila barnana kari sanga nikataku patra lekha
Project- RAMAYANA KATHA
krudanta ra abhyasa kara

SUB: HINDI
1. Write question answer of chapter 1 &2 from Gyan sagar.
2. Read question answer of chapter 1&2 from Abhyash Sagar.

SUB: ART EDUCATION
1. Birthday card making/Wall hanging paper folder.
2. Nature of beauty scenery.

SUB: COMPUTER SCIENCE
1. Draw the main hardware components that were used in 1st, 2nd, 3rd & 4th generation computer
followed by generation, time session & name of the hardware component.
2. What is the difference between 3rd & 5th generation computer.

